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Today it is important to increase the efficiency and operability of management by productions. Implementation in manufacture learning (self-learning) in a mode of the factorial cluster analysis (FCA) decision support system (DSS) at automation of technological processes of growing single crystals allows to allocate automatic control system with property of adaptability. 
Scientifically-methodological bases of an information-extreme method of the analysis and synthesis learning in a mode of cluster analysis DSS, which functions under the conditions of aprioristic uncertainty, information and resource restrictions  have been developed. 
The essence of the method offered in the work consists in transformation at learning level DSS of a priori indistinct splitting of space of signs of recognition in accurate splitting of equivalence that allows to construct faultless on training sample solving rules. The categorical models and algorithms of phenotype and genotypic data optimization when the DSS function in the mode of FCA with self-learning have been considered. Influence of leaning parameters on functional efficiency DSS  has been investigated investigated.
Means of information technologies of synthesis DSS which function in the FCA mode have been developed, by manufacturing  scintillate crystals at State Scientific Institution of Institute for Single Crystals. It can improve the quality of output and reduce the defects and accidents that might still occur  today.
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